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Introduction
Beijing is a rapidly growing city with an increasing presence of national and global
consumers. Millions of tourists travel to Beijing to visit the structural wonders such as the
Forbidden City, the vibrant Hutongs and overall experience the essence that is the Chinese
culture. There is no better way to behold these wonders than by bike which allows for you to
stop and take in the sites that Beijing has to offer.
Natooke is a renowned biking specialist
and strives towards providing customers with
the highest quality bike services. As a custom
bike shop, our tours have been crafted in a
manner that caters to every individual taste,
from food tours through the bustling and
historic Hutongs to an imperial journey leading
customers through Beijing’s fascinating past.
Founded in 2009, Natooke aims to
promote a greener and more sustainable
lifestyle in China. Our bike tours uphold this
concept as we allow customers to experience
Beijing in a unique and exciting way. Located
within the Wudaoying Hutong area, our shop is the perfect place to kickstart your next
cycling adventure.
We offer four different tour options, hich all can be customized to meet your individual
needs:

•
•
•
•

Hutong Tour
Imperial Tour
Olympic Park and 798 Art District Tour
Beijing Night Tour

Customers can choose among the highlights of each tour to make it their own.
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Hutong Tour
Highlights
A. Drum and Bell Towers

Extras

Guide

Challenge

Length

City bike
Helmet & lock
Bottled water
Anti-pollution
mask

Englishspeaking
Chinesespeaking
Knowledgeable

Medium with
an amount
of walking

4 hours

B. Unique Hutong Museum
C. Houhai Lake area
D. Hutong Church
E. Local Hutong house

Tour Itinerary
1. Starting at the Natooke shop located in the Wudaoying Hutong, you will be greeted
by our friendly staff as you select the bike that is just right for you. We will also provide
you with a lock and helmet to ensure that you remain comfortable and extremely
enjoyable.
2. Upon leaving the shop you will cycle to the Drum
and Bell Towers. Listen to your local guide as they share
the history and local insights into the area.
3. Visit a local Hutong Museum which allows a true
hands-on and unique experience into traditional Chinese
lifestyle. This is such a unique experience that is offered
throughout our bike tour. Drink some tea, listen to stories
and immerse yourself into the local culture.
4. Cycling throughout the Houhai Lake area, you will be given the chance to stop
along the canal and get that picture perfect shot. With a unique historical importance
itself, this is a perfect opportunity to look around and explore the food, shops and scenery
the area offers.
5. Back on the bike and you cycle throughout the Hutongs as you make your way to a
local Hutong church. This is something that the locals love to do and is a rare activity that
is experienced by most visitors.
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6. The North Church or the Church of the Savior is a great spot to stop and take some
pictures. With its unique architecture and fascinating
history, this church represents a rare combination of both
western and Chinese cultures.
7. Visiting the 1901 coffee shop just around the corner
from the church, you will have the opportunity to enjoy a
nice cold drink or delicious coffee. Taking a closer look
around this building, you will see that this building is a
representation of the local Hutong culture and has a strong relationship with the historical
stories behind the church. This is the perfect place to relax and listen to the stories shared
by your guide.
8. The last stop on our traditional Hutong tour is a local residence which is owned by
one of Beijing’s top cricket fighters, Mr. Liu. Take a look around the home, listen to his
stories and enjoy the atmosphere. This is an amazing experience and one that most
tourists do not get to experience.
9. Cycle back to the shop, drop off the bikes and share your thoughts on the tour.

Meet your Tour Guide
Frank is a local favorite and extremely passionate about sharing his knowledge of
Beijing with visitors. Growing up in the Hutongs, Frank loves to share his inside perspective
on local culture as he shows visitors around areas such as the Drum and Bell Towers, the
Hutong museum and Houhai Lake areas. With a passion for cycling and expertise on local
institutions and traditions, he offers tremendous traditional insight into the area.

Pricing
Price per person (1 adult)

Price per person
(group of 2 adults)

Price per person (group of 3
or more adults)

Adult (with bike)

600

500

450

Child (6-16 years)

400

All prices are in RMB and include admission to the Hutong Museum and Drum or Bell
Towers and accident insurance.
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Imperial Tour
Highlights
Extras

Guide

Challenge

Length

City bike
Helmet & lock
Bottled water
Anti-pollution
mask

Englishspeaking
Chinesespeaking
Knowledgeable

Medium with
an amount
of walking

6 hours

A. Forbidden City
B. Jingshan Park
C. Tiananmen Square
D. Beijing Observatory
E. Ming Dynasty City Wall
F. Temple of Heaven
G. Lama Temple

Tour Itinerary
1. Starting at the Natooke shop located in the Wudaoying Hutong, you will be greeted
by our friendly staff as you select the bike that is just right for you. We will also provide
you with a lock and helmet to ensure that you remain comfortable and extremely
enjoyable.
2. Leaving the shop you will cycle to
the Forbidden City area. Although this
tour does not go inside the Palace
Museum, you will have the
opportunity to explore the Forbidden
City wall, moat and ancient guard
towers as your guide offers you insight
into the cultural and historical
importance of the area.
3. Next stop is Jingshan Park, which
is the perfect place to relax and take in
the stunning view of the Forbidden
City and Beijing City from the rotunda.
4. After spending some time at Jingshan Park, you will have lunch in a local
restaurant.
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5. You will then visit the Beijing Observatory and the Ming Dynasty city walls to learn
more about the history of Beijing’s old walled city.
6. You will now cycle to the Temple of Heaven, a perfect place to immerse yourself in
the Chinese culture. In addition to
the central altar, the surrounding
park contains many ancient trees.
You will go in the park and visit
the museum and the temple’s
surrounding pavilions.
7. Heading back towards
Natooke, you will visit the Lama
Temple, which today is classified
as the largest Buddhist temple
outside of Tibet. This is a truly
stunning location to visit.
8. Cycle back to the shop, drop
off the bikes and share your thoughts on the tour.

Pricing
Price per person (1 adult)

Price per person
(group of 2 adults)

Price per person (group of 3
or more adults)

Adult (with bike)

900

780

670

Child (10-16 years)

600

All prices are in RMB and include lunch and accident insurance.
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Olympic Park and 798 Art District Tour
Highlights
A. Bird’s Nest

Extras

Guide

Challenge

Length

City bike
Helmet & lock
Bottled water
Anti-pollution
mask

Englishspeaking
Chinesespeaking
Knowledgeable

Medium with
an amount
of walking

5 hours

B. Water Cube
C. Olympic Torch
D. Olympic Forest
E. 798 Art District Galleries
F. 798 District Cafes

Tour Itinerary
1. Starting at the Natooke shop located in the Wudaoying Hutong, you will be greeted
by our friendly staff as you select the bike that is just right for you. We will also provide
you with a lock and helmet to ensure that you remain comfortable and extremely
enjoyable.
2. Leaving the shop you will
cycle to the Olympic Park area.
Listen to your guide as they
share insights and stories about
the areas you are seeing.
3. You will first cycle around
the Bird’s Nest, which today is
largely an Beijing icon and
extremely popular with tourists.
4. Cycling through the Park,
you will see the Water Cube and
the Olympic Torch, which were
key locations during the 2008
Beijing Olympics.
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5. The last stop on the
Olympic trail is the Olympic
Forest which is a perfect place
for cycling, offering spectacular
scenery. Don’t forget to take
photos; this is truly a marvelous
attraction.
6. You will then cycle to the
798 Art District.
7. Upon arrival at the 798 Art
District, you will be given an
opportunity to explore the area
and enjoy the wide variety of
cafes, shops and restaurants.
8. Grab some lunch at the 798 Art District - the choices are endless!
9. Cycle back to the shop, drop off the bikes and share your thoughts on the tour.

Pricing
Price per person (1 adult)

Price per person
(group of 2 adults)

Price per person (group of 3
or more adults)

Adult (with bike)

900

780

670

Child (6-16 years)

600

All prices are in RMB and include lunch and accident insurance.
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Beijing Night Tour
Highlights
A. Houhai Lake area

Extras

Guide

Challenge

Length

City bike
Helmet & lock
Bottled water
Anti-pollution
mask

Englishspeaking
Chinesespeaking
Knowledgeable

Medium with
an amount
of walking

3 hours

B. Hutongs
C. Chang’an Avenue
D. Tiananmen Square
E. Central Business District

Tour Itinerary
1. Starting at the Natooke shop located in the Wudaoying Hutong, you will be greeted
by our friendly staff as you select the bike that is just right for you. We will also provide
you with a lock and helmet to ensure that you remain comfortable and extremely
enjoyable.
2. Cycling throughout the Houhai Lake area you will have the chance to stop along the
canal and experience the nightlife. With a
unique historical importance itself, this is a
perfect opportunity to look around and
explore the food, wonderful shops and
beautiful scenery.
3. After visiting the Houhai Lake area,
your guide will take you throughout the
local Hutongs, which at night become a
favorite location for tourists and locals. You
will also be given the opportunity to try
local Beijing delicacies and snacks.
4. Leaving the Hutongs, you will cycle along Chang’an Avenue. A major thoroughfare
by day, this street provides an excellent opportunity to see the sights in central Beijing.
5. Along Chang’an Avenue, your guide will share the history and other information
about Tiananmen Square, while giving you the chance to stop and take some pictures.
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6. On your way back to the shop, you will pass through Beijing’s Central Business
District (CBD). Your guide will share information about Beijing’s expansion and the
various styles of architecture in the area.
7. Cycle back to the shop, drop off the bikes and share your thoughts on the tour.

Pricing
Price per person (1 adult)

Price per person
(group of 2 adults)

Price per person (group of 3
or more adults)

Adult (with bike)

550

450

400

Child (6-16 years)

350

All prices are in RMB and include accident insurance.

Contact Us
Located within the Wudaoying Hutong area, Natooke strives to provide quality tour
experiences to customers. With our extremely knowledgeable guides and custom-built bikes,
we are certain that your next cycling tour will be a success.
If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact our Natooke team!
Contact Person - Freda Foo
Mobile: 136-0111-6621
Email: freda@natooke.com
WeChat ID: ffoo22cn
Shop Address: Wudaoying
Hutong 19
Dongcheng District, Beijing
北京市东城区五道营胡同甲19号
Located at the southwest corner of the North 2nd
Ring Road - Lama Temple Bridge
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